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Abstract: Starting with 1962, Monica Lovinescu became, for hundreds of
thousands of Romanians, the voice of unbound freedom as editor with Radio
Free Europe. Her well-known broadcasts, Theses and Antitheses in Paris and The
Romanian Cultural Bulletin, revealed the true face of communist Romania
while openly discussing the fate of literature, art, music or politics under dictatorship. Monica Lovinescu’s well-grounded opinions and her determination
never to compromise made her a living example of moral integrity, which
exiled and non-exiled Romanians constantly referred to.
The impact of Monica Lovinescu’s live transmissions forced the Romanian
Securitate to initiate and develop deftly devised plans to marginalize, belittle
or even “neutralise” the rebellious “element”. Lovinescu’s refusal to collaborate
with the communist authorities was followed by hostile press campaigns, close
surveillance by the Securitate officers and informants and, last but not least, an
act of violent physical aggression against her in November 1977.
Monica Lovinescu’s opposition to the communist regime continued, irrespective
of the Securitate’s opening or closing her file. The Romanian Revolution of 1989
marked the beginning of a new stage in Lovinescu’s career. She spoke as openly
about the need for lustration and in favour of democratic values. Her unparalleled contribution to the cause of freedom needs to be properly assessed.
Keywords: Monica Lovinescu, Securitate, anti-communist resistance, exile

The present article aims at presenting relevant moments of Monica Lovinescu’s biography from the perspective of her anti-communist resistance and
constant fight for freedom as editor with Radio Free Europe.
Her story began in Bucharest, on 19 November 1923, as the daughter
of Eugen Lovinescu, a renowned interwar literary critic, and of Ecaterina
Bălăcioiu-Lovinescu, a distinguished French teacher. After a joyful childhood
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and adolescence, enlightened by the extraordinary role of her parents, the
swift setting-up of the communist regime determined her to solicit political
asylum in 1948, when she was a doctoral student in the capital of France.
Monica Lovinescu’s collaboration with Radio Free Europe began in 1962;
many of her broadcasts were later brought together within a comprehensive
six-volume series entitled Short Waves1. While an active representative of the
Romanian exile, she contributed to publications such as East Europe, Preuves,
L’Alternative, Kontinent, Les Cahiers de L’Est on issues pertaining to literature
and communist ideology. Lovinescu additionally wrote for the Romanian
magazines in Paris, among which Caiete de dor/Notebooks of Longing, Fiinţa
Românească/The Romanian Being or Ethos, together with her husband, Virgil
Ierunca, also a writer and editor with Radio Free Europe.
Her remarkable stand throughout the years and her support for those who
would openly oppose the system triggered almost immediate reactions on the
part of the Romanian security services. We shall therefore give an overview of
both her resistance and the Securitate informative surveillance, going from
“drafting” initiatives to belittlement and the violent physical attack of November 1977. The death of Monica Lovinescu’s mother in a communist prison
will be discussed as well, since it happened as a direct consequence of the
regime’s newly-implemented policies.
A brief history of RFE/RL as significant media institutions of the Cold
War period will be included, together with an overview of the Romanian
Securitate’s reactions, so that the facts and events we are referring to may be
placed within a more comprehensive general background.
In the final part of the presentation, relevant data on the national communist group and the negative press campaigns against Monica Lovinescu will be
also mentioned as they were headed to discourage and intimidate one of the
most esteemed Romanian editors of Free Europe.
For almost three decades, Lovinescu’s determination to discuss a wide
range of issues which were eluded by the state-controlled media transformed
her broadcasts into benchmarks that exiled and non-exiled Romanians constantly referred to. After the Romanian Revolution of 1989, she continued to
actively support the cause of the newly regained freedom.2

1
A first selection of texts was published in exile, by Limite Publishing House, Madrid,
1978; starting with 1990, Humanitas Publishing House (Bucharest) reiterated the publishing
of her broadcasts within the six-volume series mentioned above.
2
Monica Lovinescu’s broadcasts continued until March 1992, when the American management of RFE decided to dissolve the Romanian studio in Paris. Her diaries of the interval 19902000 (published in a six-volume series, Jurnal/Diary, which also includes her notes from 1981
to 1988), her interviews and articles with the Romanian press offer a comprehensive perspective of Lovinescu’s connection to the social, political and cultural life of post-1989 Romania.
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Parisian years
In 1947, when she left for Paris with a doctoral scholarship, it was hard
to imagine that her first return to Romania would take place forty years later.
Lovinescu’s decision not to comply with the recommendation of the Legation
of the People’s Republic of Romania to repatriate, in 1949, marked the beginning of informative surveillance. In the early and middle 1950s, the Securitate
made several evaluations of her potential as a possible informant and consequently initiated a series of meticulously devised “drafting” plans. Monica
Lovinescu’s deep affection for her mother, who remained in Bucharest, was
mercilessly exploited. As a formal decision to open an individual file on Lovinescu’s name was taken in 1955, the following years witnessed the informative
surveillance of both mother and daughter, which included the interception of
their letters, the recording of benevolent collaborators’ “testimonies” or cynical notes on their efforts to obtain a visa for Ecaterina Bălăcioiu-Lovinescu.
The minute “drafting” plans of 1956 stand as evidence of the Securitate’s
“ability” to scrutinise the everyday life of the people who found themselves
compelled to live apart. The option of leaving the People’s Republic of Romania became a synonym for espionage; the relatives, friends, and acquaintances
of the “objective” became “connections” that had to be placed under surveillance as well. If there was a chance for the presumed spy to build a respected
career in the country of adoption, then his/her portrait within the Securitate
files correspondingly darkened. Monica Lovinescu made no exception.
In 1958, the Securitate was no longer content with gathering information or
making “drafting” preparations: Ecaterina Bălăcioiu was arrested and convicted,
a year later, to 18 years of detention for having “conspired against social order”3.
There is not much to say on the security danger posed by a woman in her
seventies, who maintained correspondence with her daughter from abroad.
What must be said, nevertheless, refers to the exemplary conduct of both
mother and daughter in the given circumstances. Thus, while Ecaterina
Bălăcioiu pretended to be well so that her receiving medical treatment in
prison could not be used against her daughter, Monica Lovinescu refused to
adhere to the principles of the new rulers in order to secure the improvement
of her mother’s condition.
In a 1962 informative note, one of Ecaterina Bălăcioiu’s cell colleagues,
who had become a collaborator of the Securitate, drew her a touching portrait:
[…] The source met ECATERINA LOVINESCU in 1960 in cell no. 44, at
the Penitentiary of Jilava, where she had been brought from Malmaison, a
detention place of the Ministry of the Interior.
3

As mentioned in court decision no. 28/12 February 1959, Archive of the National Council for the Studying of the Securitate Files (ACNSAS), Fund Informativ, File no. 6376, vol. 1,
f. 192.
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At the age of 70 or 71 years old, in the beginning, E. LOVINESCU presented
herself as an average height person, not particularly weakened, limping because of an accident which had happened before the arrest, so that she helped
herself with a walking-stick. Her white hair was cut short. […]
With regard to her personal situation, as ECATERINA LOVINESCU benefited by special medical treatment both in the detention place of the Ministry of the Interior and in the Văcăreşti Hospital, as she noticed that she was
regularly visited by persons whom she suspected to be more influent than the
everyday investigators, she came to the conclusion that she was of no interest
to them except as a factor of pressure in the blackmailing of her daughter.[…]
The fear that MONIQUE may be blackmailed by the People’s Republic of
Romania Securitate bodies and that her detention may be used to this purpose made ECATERINA LOVINESCU pretend to be always in good spirits.
Moreover, when officials were present, she contradicted those who had requested medical assistance for her, claiming that there was nothing to worry
about and thus succeeding in counteracting the efforts of the people who
wanted her real state of health to be known. Things dallied for so long that
when the Securitate bodies were convinced that her illness was real, she was
already in a coma and then she was taken to the Văcăreşti Hospital [...]4

In June 1960, the “mirage” of a possible collaboration, so long pursued
by the Securitate, suddenly dissipated as Monica Lovinescu’s mother died in
prison. It was then Lovinescu decided to speak openly against the communist
regime: there was nobody left for her to protect in Romania.
Voice of radio free Europe
Monica Lovinescu had actually begun collaborating with Radio Paris in
1951, but her contribution was limited to reading announcements or literary
reviews under pseudonym to avoid subjecting Ecaterina Bălăcioiu to further
risks. In her moving volume of memoirs entitled By the Rivers of Babylon,
Monica Lovinescu describes both her experience with Radio Paris and the
new perspective that opened with Radio Free Europe:
Broadcasts for Radio Paris were rather neutral and distant. With the exception
of a few literary reviews, the news was written “objectively”, that is, in a diplomatic and dull manner, within the central editorial office, although the foreign
journalists working there adapted them to their own taste. With Radio Free
Europe, broadcasts became personal: I sensed they may become everything
I wanted them to become. I stood before the only empire which could have
4

ACNSAS, Fund Informativ, File no. 105863, vol. I, ff. 229-232. The translation of the
text from Romanian into English, as of the other quotations within the present paper, is my
own.
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tempted me: I would populate the studio with the shadows of my anonymous
listeners whom I would deem my accomplices as well. Since the country had
been split between Them (the garrulous supporters of Party stereotypes) and
Us (the tormented guardians of silence), I could also speak on behalf of the
latter due to vagaries of geography that offered me the advantage of distance.5

During the Cold War years, the editorial policy of both Radio Free Europe (RFE) and Radio Liberty (RL) envisaged offering “an unbiased, professional substitute for the free media that the countries behind the Iron Curtain lacked”6. Their programs focused on the local news which were being
programmatically “overlooked” by the state-controlled press as well as on issues pertaining to religion, science, sports, Western music or literature, which
had been forbidden by the communist regimes. Furthermore, the RFE/RL
broadcasts became so well-documented that communist authorities resorted
to secretly transcribing them in order to obtain information that domestic
media would not cover. As the impact of the two radio stations grew, communist states devised and enacted complex measure plans aiming to discredit
the broadcasts by means of espionage and propaganda. The KGB and the
Warsaw Pact intelligence services intensified surveillance and infiltrated informants within RFE/RL. In 1981, a terrorist bomb attempt orchestrated by the
Romanian Securitate took place at RFE/RL’s headquarters in Munich, West
Germany, injuring six people and causing one million dollars in damage.7
As mentioned above, communist regimes – and we shall refer here to the
Romanian case – could not regard a radio station at the heart of Europe,
founded and financed by the United States of America, but as an “uncomfortable” Western extension. The documents drafted by the Romanian Securitate on the foregoing subject strongly denied all information pointing to the
shortcomings of the regime; moreover, official accounts sometimes “slipped”
from the monotonous administrative register into pamphlet. Writing “styles”
varied, and, even if plain informative works did not lack, neither did the condescending or belittling tone in others. For example, in a 1975 Decision to
open a surveillance file on Free Europe, the radio station was attributed the
conspirative name of “Meliţa”/“Big Mouth”8, while an unsigned 1987 document entitled What Is “Free Europe” Radio Station appeared rather as a long
retort against Free Europe and its employees than an unbiased informative report. The fragment we have selected also includes a short “moralizing” lesson:

5

Monica Lovinescu, La Apa Vavilonului/By the Rivers of Babylon, București: Humanitas
Publishing House, 2008, p. 376.
6
“A Brief History of RFE/RL”, http://www.rferl.org/section/history/133.html (accessed
11 April 2011)
7
Ibidem.
8
ACNSAS, Fund Serviciul de Informații Externe (SIE), File no. 34, vol. 1, f. 11.
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And, even passingly, one should perhaps remember that all those who show so
much care, from the Free Europe studios, for the Romanian people are those
who left their country, those who ran away, those who betrayed it for some
foreign money and gave foreign broadcasts from foreign countries; they, who
refused – naturally, and most probably, in the name of the same “true interests
of the Romanian people” – to contribute to the raising of this country from
the backwardness and the poverty in which it had been trapped for centuries;
they, who, again, in the name of the same “interests”, cannot speak but to
blacken the honest effort of the majority who, by confronting hardships, had
and has the knowledge to build a new, free, prosperous Romania.9

Starting with March 1980, “Big Mouth” operation was reorganized into
“Ether”10. As a consequence, not only were the Free Europe surveillance actions set on new bases, but they also related to the bloodiest period of the
conflict between the Romanian Securitate and the radio station.11
After the brief outline of RFE/RL’s input as media institutions and the
references to the Romanian Securitate’s counter-propaganda, we return to
discussing the contribution of Monica Lovinescu, who became, in 1962, an
editor with Radio Free Europe. In 1967, she began the series of her renowned
weekly broadcasts Theses and Antitheses in Paris and The Romanian Cultural
Bulletin.
The extraordinary impact of Monica Lovinescu’s radio reviews resulted not
only from erudition and talent, but also from her sharp critical intelligence,
which operated as the blade of a scalpel in the hands of a gifted surgeon. Fear,
compromise and conformity were being brought out in bold relief:
There is a jargon with the press in Bucharest, and often with some writers, that
would very well stand irony. From wall newspapers to editorials, stereotype
formulas abound, and thus urge on their own caricature, a second caricature,
actually, as they are themselves a caricature. Still, other elements intervene,
and they seem to paralyse laughter. First, the standardisation of writing on
lower levels, which can be mostly explained by the imposed jargon itself, and
then, perhaps, by the fear not to be wrong. Freedom deserted words. Every
one knows that any trace of originality face to official ideology, expressed in

9

Ibidem, f. 115.
ACNSAS, Fund Documentar, File no. 21, vol. 1, f. 135.
11
Three successive directors of the Romanian Service of RFE – Noel Bernard, Mihai
Cismărescu, Vlad Georgescu – died of rapidly developing cancers; several life-threatening attempts
were instrumented against eloquent editors. Emil Georgescu, for example, died in 1985 because of
the same fatal illness, after having been attacked and stabbed more than twenty times in 1981. For
more details on the violence against the Romanian broadcasters of RFE, see Nestor Ratesh, “Radio
Free Europe’s Impact in Romania During the Cold War”, in A. Ross JOHNSON, R. Eugene
PARTA (eds.), Cold War Broadcasting: Impact on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe: A Collection
of Studies and Documents, Budapest: CEU Press, 2010, pp. 205-227.
10
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formulas, may cost dearly. When a comma placed differently or a wrong word
break can send one to jail […], when every initiative begs its punishment, why
even try to innovate? It’s simpler to repeat like a parrot.12

The communist regime in Bucharest did not remain impassive to such
opinions. As the influence of her live transmissions grew, so did the complexity of the measures taken by the Securitate against her. “Drafting” initiatives
turned into plans of marginalization and belittlement; hostile press campaigns
started both against her and her husband, Virgil Ierunca.
The Securitate would prepare and send informants to Paris, to meet Monica Lovinescu and then report on her ideas and activities. Their contribution
to the “strengthening” of the communist state security was usually concealed
under various pseudonyms; the tone and content of their informing varied
from neutral or prudent to devoted, depending on each one’s personality and
interests. The reliability of the accounts, on the other hand, was questionable.
Either by fault of the source or by that of the coordinating officer, inaccuracies, information gaps and errors abounded, especially in the 1950s, as the
regime relied on the “men from the ranks”, lacking education, but capable of
devotion. The documents that we have selected aim at offering a suggestive
overview of informative surveillance in Monica Lovinescu’s case.
An undated and unsigned Note, but nevertheless mentioning the codename of the source, includes a paragraph on Monica Lovinescu’s first broadcast with Free Europe:
During her first transmission with Radio “Free Europe”, Monica Lovinescu
showed that, in our country, the new inaugural direction in the field of literature was entirely controlled, that poets were not allowed to express their feelings any more, and that everyone had to write on social themes, which meant
a great step backwards.13

Besides the brief “review” of the broadcast, the document stands out for
the richness of the data delivered by the informant. Monica Lovinescu and
Virgil Ierunca’s references to friends and relatives, their views and comments
on politics and literature are filling the pages in a soldier-like style, with artless
shifts from direct to indirect speech. Irrespective of accuracy, a casual conversation such as the one “encompassed” by the pattern above could have turned
into evidence against the monitored “element” at any time.
Another Note, dated March 1966, mentioned, within the brief of a meeting with Monica Lovinescu, the informant’s efforts to convince her of the new
12
The broadcast of 28 August 1962, “Caragiale și comemorările cu foarfece”/ “Caragiale
and Tailored Commemorations”, published in Monica Lovinescu, Unde scurte – Jurnal indirect/
Short Waves – An Indirect Diary, București: Humanitas Publishing House, 1990, pp. 50-51.
13
ACNSAS, Fund SIE, File no. 252, f. 129.
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regime’s righteousness by insisting on the acknowledgement of the genuine
cultural personalities of Romania. And what better example could a collaborator of the Securitate have offered than the rehabilitation of her own father,
Eugen Lovinescu, whose literary work had been intensely disparaged in the
1950s. As one can easily notice, psychological strings were more or less subtly
touched upon: if the life of her mother could no longer be traded in, the recognition of her father’s work deserved a trial:
Monica Lovinescu stated that she had been reading my articles, that she
knew I was a communist, that she had been following the Romanian press
and that was the reason why she wanted to talk to a communist. I told her
that, although she considered herself a Romanian, her actions were neither
Romanian nor honest. I told her that the work of her father, the critic Eugen
Lovinescu, was appreciated in Romania, that a monograph on Lovinescu had
been published, that this fact itself proved our concern for the genuine cultural
values, our respect for the inheritance of the past, which we valued irrespective
of the accidents represented by a case like hers. I told her “So Eugen Lovinescu
is with us, but his daughter is in France, and she is hostile to us.”14

Despite Monica Lovinescu’s refusal to collaborate, efforts were being made
to keep the situation “under control”, that is, to obtain as much update information as possible on her activity in Paris. The Assignment Note of March 1968
followed up on the above-mentioned strategy. The objectives which the informant had to follow were presented gradually, from the necessity of describing the
“extraordinary transformations” that took place in communist Romania to the
careful observation of Monica Lovinescu and Virgil Ierunca’s reactions. Interestingly enough, in 1968, the Securitate hadn’t completely excluded the possibility
of their softening the opposition, so the informant was instructed to report on
any favourable changes of opinion. The plan additionally included a thorough
“informative exploitation” of the two “elements” under scrutiny.15
In 1971, following his return from the trip to China and North Korea,
Ceauşescu decided to reinforce the ideological guidelines of the regime by
launching the so-called Theses of July 1971, officially known as the Proposals Plan for the Betterment of the Political and Ideological Activities and for the
Marxist-Leninist Education of Party Members and All Working People. The
Proposals came after almost a decade of relative liberalisation and envisaged,
among others, tightening editorial control so that the publishing of literary
works which did not comply with the political and educational requests of the
Party be avoided.16
14

ACNSAS, Fund Informativ, File no. 105863, vol. I, f. 173.
ACNSAS, Fund SIE, File no. 252, ff. 244-245.
16
Cf. Propuneri de măsuri pentru îmbunătăţirea activităţii politico-ideologice, de educare
marxist-leninistă a membrilor de partid, a tuturor oamenilor muncii / Proposals Plan for the
15
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At the same time, Monica Lovinescu incisively referred to the setback. By
imagining the joy of older activists, she re-created the atmosphere of stifling
constraints of propaganda as a warning against what was being planned:
Bookshops will be closed down so that “indexed” volumes may be discarded;
the same will happen with record stores, which will exclusively put up “revolutionary” marches for sale. The unbiased faculty of philosophy will be suppressed. What do we need the philosophies of the others for when we have
our own? The strengthening of censorship has been announced as well as the
support of creation that fits common taste – that is, our taste. There is no reason to ask the others: we shall simply declare them enemies if they don’t like it.
The verb “to eliminate” has returned. We missed it dearly. We shall eliminate.
From every field: from the publishing houses, from the radio, from the cinemas, from all over the place. We shall eliminate talent, and competence, and
honour. Every screw will be injected with wholesome lies, so to stop this new
yet useless machine that is culture. We shall tear down what started to grow
against us, a few years ago. Our time has come back!17

In the aftermath of 1971, Monica Lovinescu’s advocacy of the system’s opponents became even more prominent. Paul Goma18, Father Gheorghe Calciu-Dumitreasa19, Vasile Paraschiv20, Dumitru Mircescu21, Doina Cornea22 or
Dorin Tudoran23 are only a few of the Romanian dissidents whom she wholeheartedly endorsed as editor with Free Europe. Both her Diaries (1981-1984;
1985-1988) and her broadcasts witness for the countless press campaigns in
Betterment of the Political and Ideological Activities and for the Marxist-Leninist Education of
Party Members and All Working People, București: The Political Publishing House, 1971, p. 15.
17
Fragment broadcast in July 1971 and published in Monica LOVINESCU, Unde scurte
– Jurnal indirect/Short Waves – An Indirect Diary, București: Humanitas Publishing House,
1990, p. 512.
18
Writer, open supporter of Charter 77 of Prague, Goma was repeatedly inquired and
beaten up by the Securitate; he was allowed to leave the country in November 1977, mostly
due to the influence of Radio Free Europe.
19
Calciu-Dumitreasa endured more than 20 years of detention in the most gruesome communist prisons; he was “offered” the alternative of leaving the country in 1985, as his protests
against the system became undesirably well-known abroad.
20
Worker, advocate of free trade unions and supporter of Charter 77, Paraschiv was repeatedly kidnapped and tortured by the Securitate; the popularity ensured by Free Europe
contributed to protecting his life.
21
Worker, almost incessantly persecuted by the Securitate for the “incongruities” of his
youth.
22
Professor, author of numerous protests against the regime, Doina Cornea was often arrested and beaten up by the Securitate; her texts were clandestinely sent to Free Europe so that
they may be broadcast.
23
Poet and journalist, Tudoran filed an emigration request in April 1984; after almost two
months of hunger strike and numerous investigations from the part of the Securitate, he succeeded in leaving the country in July 1985, due to international pressure.
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support of the victims, for the misinforming and the traps of the Securitate
or the vehement protests organised at the Romanian Embassy in Paris. Her
bitter notes of 10 January 1988 illustrate the absurdity of a regime which
transformed human mistakes into permanent stigmas and human beings into
eternal victims:
I am writing a commentary on Dumitru Mircescu, who was arrested and beaten up again; I will try to include it in the cultural programme. There’s great
urgency. After 38 concentration camps and prisons in the Soviet Union, after
trials and beatings in Romania, for how long would this 75-year-old man still
endure, since his only fault is to have believed in communism at a young age
and to have clandestinely crossed the border into the USSR in 1936?24

The long arm of the secret police
In the meantime, the Securitate was gathering data, and the people who
served it did not leave belittlement out. When pro-communist arguments
failed, informants would sometimes choose to discredit what they could not
understand or annihilate, such as with the following fragment from a 1974
Note:
The informant’s personal opinion: After repeated discussions (including those
on previous meetings) with the IERUNCA family, the source came to the conclusion that they were given too much importance, and therefore the couple
believed they were some kind of “personalities” whom the country absolutely
needed. They knew that every material they produced, whether published by
the press or broadcasted by Free Europe, stirred comments, so they drew attention on them, and when efforts were being made to temper them, they
acted in spite of these efforts.25

At this point, it would be relevant to mention the brief biographic files of
the Romanian Foreign Intelligence Service (SIE) on Free Europe’s employees.
The Securitate’s “résumés” generally included the name of the person (followed
by his/her professional position, editorial pseudonym, date and place of birth,
profession, nationality, citizenship, marital status and home address) and the
ensuing sub-headings: 1. Activities undertaken before leaving the country; 2.
Activities undertaken after leaving the country; Relatives and acquaintances
– 1. in the country of origin; 2. abroad. A small photograph of the person in
question would be inserted in the upper right corner.
24

Monica LOVINESCU, Jurnal 1985-1988/Diary 1985-1988, București: Humanitas Publishing House, 2003, p. 265.
25
ACNSAS, Fund SIE, File no. 252, f. 289.
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In the case of Monica Lovinescu, under the second subtitle, Activities undertaken after leaving the country, one can unsurprisingly read the following:
She makes use of every opportunity or occasion to discredit and compromise
the accomplishments of Romania. She contacts and exploits informatively
Romanian citizens who are travelling to France, she incites them to antisocial actions, to revolt and to undermine our country’s socialist society. To this
purpose, she also uses her broadcast with Radio “Free Europe”, “Theses and
Antitheses in Paris”, which she coordinates and edits in Paris, together with
her husband.26

Even though brief, the foregoing selection of documents renders Monica
Lovinescu’s clear-cut attitude against the communist regime. As the broadcasts with Free Europe increased in popularity, her firm stand was more and
more difficult to tolerate.
According to the former Securitate general Ion Mihai Pacepa27, in 1977,
Nicolae Ceauşescu himself decided to suppress the voice that had caused so
many troubles. The purpose of the mission was not to kill, but only to disfigure Monica Lovinescu, so that she would not be able to speak any more.
The violent physical attack of November 1977, in front of her house in Paris,
would have had every chance to succeed if a postal clerk had not happened to
pass by. Hearing Lovinescu’s shouts, he ran towards her, thus warding off the
aggressors. She got to the hospital in a coma, but, despite the serious injuries,
she gradually recovered. Beyond the grotesque of the experience, the attempt
made Monica Lovinescu feel, at least to some degree, solidary with those who
openly confronted the regime in Romania, thus taking on all risks involved:
“I felt liberated after ’77. When I got out of the coma. I told to myself: now I
have paid. A little, but I have paid nonetheless.”28
In 1983, when representatives of the French police (DST) came to advice her
husband, Virgil Ierunca, not to leave the house for at least a week, as they feared
another attempt on the part of the Romanian Securitate, Ierunca’s reaction was
to simply disregard the warning. As he later confessed to Monica Lovinescu, he
had experienced then a similar feeling of relief, for he had felt just as exposed as
the other Romanians who had been openly confronting the regime.29
Despite the attack, Monica Lovinescu’s opposition continued, and so did
the official monitoring of the Securitate. Moreover, a series of articles with the

26

ACNSAS, Fund SIE, File no. 34, vol. 3, f. 20.
Ion Mihai PACEPA, Orizonturi roșii – Amintirile unui general de securitate/Red Horizons
– The Memories of a Securitate General, București: Venus Publishing House, 1992, pp. 46-47.
28
See Doina JELA, Această dragoste care ne leagă – Reconstituirea unui asasinat/This Love
that Binds Us – The Reconstitution of a Murder, București: Humanitas Publishing House, 1998,
p. 261.
29
See Monica LOVINESCU, By the Rivers…, p. 715.
27
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Romanian press added up to the denigrating reports instrumented by state
authorities.
As mentioned before, the Theses of July 1971 represented a landmark to the
re-implementation of dogmatic ideology and the resurgence of the personality
cult of the sole leader. These measures allowed the development of what was
known as “protochronism” or “national communism”, a theory whose claim
to Romanian chronological priority over a series of foreign accomplishments
matched Ceauşescu’s view of independence as a form of isolation both from
the East and the West.
By contrast to “counter-revolutionary” intellectuals, who supported the
idea of national values in relation to Western accomplishments, nationalist
communists promoted the theory of a superior yet self-sufficient culture. The
latter, as exponents of the “official” standpoint, were extensively granted the
right to opinion within central periodicals, such as Săptămîna – The Week,
Luceafărul – The Evening Star or Flacăra – The Flame.
At this point, it should be noted that the protochronist group made, at the
same time, an anti-Lovinescian statement, since Monica Lovinescu’s father, the
renowned literary critic Eugen Lovinescu, had been a strong advocate of cultural synchronicity.30 The press campaigns of the 1980s unsurprisingly demonised
Monica Lovinescu’s contribution, pretexting the lack of “competences”, of a written work, or the “misconceptions” on socialist Romania and its accomplishments.
In a serial entitled “Pseudo-Culture on Short Waves” published by The Evening
Star, a journalist insisted, in 1983, on her would-be “shortcomings”:
A few magazine articles, five or six theatre chronicles, 70 to 80 pages in prose,
spoken journalism which dissipates into the air, all these cannot, under any
reason, be considered her “work”. Moreover, she is a unique case of a so-called
“writer” who, until the age of 60, published only one book (“Short Waves”,
Limite, Paris, 1978) which contains nothing else but one or two-page reviews
that had been broadcast for ten years by “Free Europe”. So where does her
intellectual sterility come from, together with her boundless megalomania,
based on nothing, and which nevertheless defines Monica Lovinescu? The
truth is that at the source of such a conduct which goes beyond normality one
discovers her biography, and through it, her genealogy.31

The article followed, like many others, in a key that failed to open other
door than that of hollow accusations.

30

For more information on national communism and its representatives, see Mircea MARTIN, “Cultura română între comunism și naţionalism”/ “Romanian Culture between Communism and Nationalism”, a series of articles published by the 22 Magazine, Bucharest, in
2002 and 2003.
31
Artur SILVESTRI, “Biografia unei nulităţi cu fumuri”/“The Biography of a Conceited
Nobody”, in Luceafărul/The Evening Star, 13 August 1983, no. 32 (1 110).
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Conclusion
Considering the main themes that we have proposed for discussion, that
is, her firm anti-communist resistance and relentless fight for liberty, one may
conclude that, starting with 1962, Monica Lovinescu became, for hundreds of
thousands of Romanians, the voice of unbound freedom as editor with Radio
Free Europe. Her broadcasts revealed the true face of communist Romania
while openly discussing the fate of literature, art, music or politics under dictatorship. Monica Lovinescu’s well-grounded opinions and her determination
never to compromise became an undeniable impediment for the Romanian
Securitate, which spared no efforts to neutralise her influence.
In spite of personal loss, informative surveillance, defamation campaigns
and insults, Monica Lovinescu did not give up her beliefs, nor softened her
resistance. The Romanian Revolution of 1989 marked the beginning of a new
stage in Lovinescu’s career. She continued to speak as openly about the need
for lustration and in favour of democratic values. Monica Lovinescu’s lucid
and unbiased views on the post-communist Romanian society integrated naturally within the framework of her exceptional contribution to the cause of
human dignity and freedom.
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